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Abstract - Iris recognition system provides a very high level of security; hence they are deployed to allow people to rapidly 
access the secure areas through iris biometrics. Due to the growing demand of this technology, there is a continuous 
increasing need to store and handle the acquired biometric data. As the data grows large in size, the required storage would 
be large and may not be sufficient to address the need. In such case, image compression is the only alternative however; the 
high amount of reduction in space is achieved at the cost of some amount of loss in information. In this study, the 
compression on iris images is performed using JPEG 2000. Various state of the art iris recognition algorithms are reviewed 
to identify its efficiency and its strength for accurate iris recognition when high amount of compression is applied on iris 
images.   
 
Index terms - Biometrics, Iris Recognition, JPEG2000. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Persons identity can be reliably validated using 
biometric authentication techniques. Biometric 
identification relies upon physiological or behavioral 
characteristics. A physiological characteristic are 
physical characteristics which are stable, such as 
fingerprint, iris pattern, Genetic Analysis, Retina scan 
etc. They are unchanging and unalterable during life 
time of a person. Where as a behavioral characteristic 
such as signature, voice etc. represents person’s 
individual state and varies over the time. Iris 
recognition is one of the most accurate and 
convenient biometric identification technique used 
widely. 
 
The French ophthalmologist Alphonse Bertillon[1] 
was the first to established relation between the use of 
iris pattern as a personal identification techniques. 
Daugman[1] first derived the algorithm for iris 
recognition in 1992. Many people afterward 
researched in this field and this technique started 
gaining importance.  While using biometric 
identification system, it is necessary to collect 
biometric data and store them. This may require large 
amount of storage depending upon number of 
registered users. To accommodate very large number 
of users the amount of storage may be insufficient 
and it may be necessary to compress the data to store 
biometric information. The compression techniques 
applied for this storage requirement may be lossy or 
lossless. The lossless compression there is no loss of 
information but for lossy compression some loss of 
information is expected, which may be within 
tolerable limits. It is up to the requirement of the 
system to determine how much loss of information is 
acceptable[2]. There are two types of compression 
standards : JPEG2000 and lossless-JPEG[11]. Both of 
them have demonstrated good performance on most 
of the types of images. However, the size of reduction 

in lossless compression will be very marginal (1.5:1 
to 3:1), where as JPEG 2000 provides a size reduction 
to a very large extent but with some loss of data.  
Many iris recognition systems do not require actual 
iris image to be stored for verification but require to 
store only the binary file which represents the 
processed iris. The main interest of this research here 
is not to store the binary template but to store the 
actual iris images as these images will provide 
valuable features for the development and testing of 
new methods. Therefore the aim here is to study the 
performance of iris recognition algorithms using 
images, which are compressed using lossy 
compression techniques. Various algorithms are 
analysed and its performance is evaluated using the 
change in the value of Hamming Distance. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The gradient based, hough transform based and gabor 
filter based approaches are widely used approaches for 
iris recognition. The benchmark iris recognition 
approaches in each category are reviewed for its 
accuracy on compressed images.  
Image Gradient based approach[4]  
Amjad Zaim[4] proposed an Image Gradient based 
approach to locate the iris boundary without operator 
intervention. Eyelid occlusions are removed prior to 
segmentation by using morphological closing to fuse 
narrow breaks and long gulfs in the images. Split and 
merge algorithm is used to detect connected region of 
uniform intensity. This method detects the center and 
the boundaries very quickly and reliably in presence 
of eyelids and excess illumination. However, low 
contrast effects the segmentation accuracy of iris 
boundary.  
Hough Transform based approaches[5]  
Alaa Hilal[5] used the combined approach of the 
Hough Transform and the Active Contour to segment 
the iris. The algorithm used circular Hough Transform 
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that detects the circle approximation for the outer and 
the inner boundaries of the iris subsequently. It detects 
the approximate circle area of contour interest, which 
has the maximum value of Hough space, which could 
be the strongest circular region considered as the iris 
boundary. The inner boundary of the iris accurately 
segmented with model of active contour without 
edges. The linear Hough transform is used to exclude 
upper and lower eyelid by refining the detected lines. 
Eyelashes were excluded measuring the intensity 
threshold. The algorithm has achieved good accuracy 
rate and can easily deal with both circular and 
elliptical iris segmentation.  
Circular Gabor Filter based approach[6]  
Radman[6] proposed CGF (Circular Gabor Filter) 
based segmentation technique. This method identifies 
the initial pixels for pupil and non-pupil regions 
followed by optimization and regularization. The 
Gabor filter[3] is used for accurate boundary 
detection. The algorithm neither depends on the edge 
detection nor on the active contour. Instead of the 
initial pixels used to identify the iris and the sclera 
regions. Optimization performed to extract texture 
information of the pupil. CGF is used to identify the 
initial pixels of the iris and pupil regions. Defining the 
region of iris and pupil is main aim of this module. 
The morphological closing and dilation operations are 
performed to eliminate the eyelash regions from the 
segmented iris and regularize the detected iris 
boundary accurately. The circle fitting technique is 
adopted for pupil boundary regularization.  This 
method achieves a good accuracy in eye image 
segmentation and performs reliably in the presence of 
specular and lighting reflection but degrades while 
dealing with lower contrast eye images. Moreover, it 
is only effective for the non cooperative frontal view 
iris image. 
Image compression  
Image compression has been used in many biometric 
applications such as FBI standard for fingerprint 
compression[7], MPEG compression[8] used in facial 
recognition applications, compression applied to Iris 
Codes, instead of iris images[9] and compression 
applied to iris images[10].  JPEG2000[11] is the latest 
compression standard which facilitates both lossless 
and lossy image compression. More over it has many 
advance features such as region of interest (ROI) to 
allow specific part of the image that should be less 
compressed compared to its surrounding to preserve 
the quality of the image.  
 
For this study, both lossless and lossy compression of 
iris images were tested using only the default 
parameter options for JPEG2000. The JPEG2000 was 
implemented using Win32 executable code freely 
available from Kakadu Software [12]. Fig. 1 displays 
an original iris image before and after compression to 
20:1 using JPEG-2000. The original image was 
collected using the CASIA Iris Database [13].  If the 
original and compressed images are compared, there 

are some amount of smoothing observed in the areas 
of high details. 

     
(a)                                    (b) 

Fig. 1 (a) original iris image[CASIA database] (b) after 
compression to 20:1 using JPEG-2000. 

 
However statistically, both the images are not very 
different. The maximum difference between the two 
images is 26 gray levels, and the overall average 
difference is 0.056328 with a standard deviation of 
2.951321[2]. Overall, JPEG-2000 performs nicely and 
maintains the detail information up to a compression 
of 20:1. Therefore it is possible to reliable use iris 
recognition technique using compressed iris images.  
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
The iris recognition algorithms are analysed for 
performance on CASIA dataset[13]. The performance 
was compared using the hamming distance values of 
the original and compressed iris images. If Hamming 
distance is 0, it indicates a perfect match. A non zero 
Hamming distance indicate non perfect match. 
Hamming distance of  0.32 is identified to be the 
most suitable threshold value for accurate 
recognition[10]. 
 
JPEG-2000 compression with default parameter is 
used to compress images from CASIA database with 
various compression ratio up to 20:1. This way there 
are 14 compressed versions for each image. For each 
compression ratio, the iris codes are created to derive 
the performance result. The original iris image is 
compared with very other compressed version of the 
database. Total 54 images were compressed which 
provided 43686 different comparisons out of which 
756 are enrollee and 42930 are imposter attempts. 
 
IV. RESULTS 
 
In this evaluation, firstly, the test accuracy of iris 
recognition methods against compressed iris images 
are measured. Secondly, the compression ratio is 
increased and the reliability of the highly compressed 
images for accurate iris recognition is studied.  To 
form a baseline regarding compression of iris images, 
JPEG-2000 was used to compress the iris images 
without loss of information. Lossless compression 
allows exact reproduction of the original image from 
the compressed file. Depending on the algorithm 
used, the size of the compressed file will vary. In 
addition, different images will result in different 
compression attainable when using the same 
algorithm. The iris recognition algorithms discussed 
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in section 2 are analysed and its effect on compressed 
iris images are studied. The comparison is applied for 
original image and various compressed version of the 
eye images are obtained. The Hamming Distance is 
fixed to  0.32 to obtain optimum FAR and FRR. The 
HD is calculated for original image and the 
compressed version of the original iris image as well 
as different eye image. Image Gradient based 
segmentation[4] achieves lower accuracy rate and 
thus performs inadequately for higher compression 
rates. Hough transform based approach[5] gives good 
accuracy for both circular and elliptical iris but 
eyelashes occluding the pupil and small intensity in 
iris region cause the segmentation error. The 
performance of this method provides average 
accuracy. Circular Gabor filter based segmentation[6] 
is found to be the most effective approach with an 
accuracy of 93% on compressed images with 
compression ratio up to 20:1.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Circular Gabor filter based approach is found to be the 
most effective approach for iris recognition using 
compressed iris images. This approach can be 
effectively used for up to 20:1 compression ratio. 
JPEG 2000 was found to be suitable lossy compressor 
and the iris database storage is reduced in size 
significantly. Specific feature of JPEG 2000 such as 
area of Interest(ROI) or wavelet filters could be used 
to prevent loss of information and improve the result 
and analyze the storage requirement. 
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